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Candidates must read the following instructions before attempting the paper.
1. There are 120 Multiple Choice Objective Type Questions and FOUR essay questions in the Test

Booklet.
Attempt ALL multiple choice questions and ONE essay question.

2. Each multiple choice question carries ONE mark, and the essay question carries 30 marks. Total
marks are 120 + 30 = 150.

3. a) For the multiple choice questions the candidates have to indicate the correct answer by
darkening one of the four responses provided with an HB Pencil in the Answer Sheet.
For example, In the Question, where is the NALSAR University of Law situated?
A Calcutta B Bangalore C Bhopal D Hyderabad
Correct answer is (D The Candidate has to darken the circle as shown below .
Right Method

A B C D
Wrong Method

A A AB B BC C CD D D

b) The essay is to be written on both sides of the appended sheets and the length of the essay
should not be more than 300 words.

4. More than one response to a multiple choice question shall be counted as 0.
5. Attempting the multiple choice questions by any method other than the above mention method

shall be considered incorrect and no marks will be awarded for the same.
6. The Candidates shall not write anything on the Answer sheet other than the Admit Card No. in the

space provided for.
7. The Candidates have to return the test booklet along with the answer sheet after the examination

is over, to the invigilator.
Do not remove the answer sheet from the booklet.

8. There is no negative marking.
9. The use of unfair means by any candidate will result in the cancellation of his/her examination

result.
Direction : Choose the word or set of words for each blank that BEST fits the meaning of the
sentence as a whole
1. There are any number of theories to explain these events and, since even the experts disagree, it

is ________ the rest of us in our role as responsible scholars to ____________ dogmatic
statements
a) paradoxical for _______ abstain from b) arrogant of ________ compensate with
c incumbent on ________ refrain from d) opportune for ______ quarrel over

2. Compromise is ________ to passionate natures because it seems a surrender; and to intellectual
natures because it seems a __________
a) odious ________ confusion b) inherent ________ fabrication
c welcome ________ fulfilment (d) unsuited __________ submission

3. The political and economic conditions in the country __________ with the passage of time
a) has been changing b) have been changing
c had been changing d) will have changed

4. Most of Ravi’s friends think his life is unbelievably _________, but in fact he spends most of his
time in _______ activities
a) fruitful ________ activities b) wasteful _________ useless



c scintillating _______ mundane d) varied ________ sportive

5. Since the author’s unflattering references to her friends were so _________, she was surprised
that her ______ were recognized.
a) laudatory __________ styles b) obvious ___________ anecdotes
c oblique ___________ allusions d) critical ________ eulogies

6. For centuries, physicists have had good reason to believe in the principle of equivalence
propounded by Galileo : it has _______ many rigorous tests that _______ its accuracy to
extraordinary precision
a) endured ________ compromised b) passed __________ presupposed
c borne _______ postulated d) survived ________ proved

7. Instead of taking exaggerated precautions against touching or tipping or jarring the costly bottle of
wine, the waitress handled it quite ________, being careful only to use a napking to keep her
hands from the cool bottle itself.
a) fstidiously b) capriciously c nonch alantly d) tentatively

8. Britain it seems has always been _________ on the verge of a software _________
a) sinking _________ mania b) keen __________ industry
c very much ___________ panic d) just _______ boom

9. Although bound to impose the law, a judge is free to use his discretion to _________ the
anachronistic barbarity of some criminal penalties
a) mitigate b) understand c condone d) provoke

Directions : Identify the error from the underlined words in the following sentences.

10. Many young adults find it extremely difficult to return home from college and abide with the rules
set down by
A B C D
their parents.

11. The new course schedule worked out splendid for all of those students who had been concerned.
A B C D

12. If you look at the prices close, you’ll see that the “economy size” of detergent is actually more
expensive than
A B C
the smaller trial sizes.

D

Directions : In each of the following sentences, some part of the sentence is underlined. Below
each sentence you will     find four ways of rephrasing the underlined part. Select the
answer that produces the most effective sentence. The first choice repeats the underlined
words. Choose it if you think the sentence needs no improvement.

13. Artists can offer starting representations of the world but with their responsibility to elevate
humanity.
a) but with their responsibility b) with the responsibility
c having also the responsibility d) but ought also

14. The patient began his difficult post-surgery recovery, but he was able to recover from the
psychological effects of the injury.
a) recovery, but he was b) recovery, where he was
c recovery only when he was d) recovery only when being



Directions : Arrange the following sentences in a logical sequence.

16. I) But I have chosen to focus on three related patterns of family behaviour
II) The women are migrant agricultural workers
III) There is more than one kind of innovation at work in the regio n of course
IV The study relates to women who are initiating social change in a small region of Rajasthan.
a) II, I, III, IV b) III, II, I, IV c IV, II, III, I d) I, III, II, IV

17. I) plenty of evidence suggests that height reflects diet, adjus ted for the toll taken on a body by
disease and work
II) Not surprisingly, therefore, height and income per head are closely associated
III) So height is a sort of portmanteau measures of key aspects of human welfare : what
individuals have to eat, how vulnerable are they to ill health, how hard they must work
IV Rich countries tend to have the tallest populations and within countries the rich are taller than
the poor.
a) I, III, II, IV b) III, I, II, IV c IV, III, II, I d) IV, III, I, II

18. I) But now he has plenty to say
II) Controversial, colourful and innovative, Singh maintained rigid silence outside court during his
eight year term
III) “I am still a young man of 65”, he says
IV Retirement doesn’t sit well on Justice Singh
a) I , II, III, IV b) II, III, IV, I c III, II, I, IV d) IV, III, II, I

Directions : Select the lettered pair that best expresses a relationship similar to that expressed in
the orginal capitalised pair.

19. ELUSIVE : CAPTURE ::
a) persuasive : convince b) elastic : stretch c headstrong : control d) sensible :
decide

20. SONG : VERSES ::
a) moon : phases b) tree : roots c battle : soldiers d) poem : stanzas

21. DESTITUTION : MONEY ::
a) budget : options b) sobriety : inebriation c opulen ce : wealth d) deficit : finance

22. REFINE : OIL ::
a) winnow : wheat b) harness : energy c mine : coal d) mold : plastic

23. DOGGEREL : POET ::
a) symphony : composer b) easel : painter c soliloquy : playwright d) potboiler :
novelist

24. FLORID : SPEECH ::
a) harsh : voice b) fluid : style c vivid : image d) fertile : soil

25. CONSTELLATION : STARS ::
a) Earth : Moon b) centre : circle c archipelago : islands d) rain : water

Directions : Choose the lettered word or phrase that is most nearly OPPOSITE in meaning to the
word in capital letters.

26. CAVIL :



a) discern b) disclose c introduce d) commend

27. LOQUACIOUS :
a) taciturn b) sentimental c soporific d) soothing

28. VACILLATION :
a) remorse b) relief c respect d) steadfastness

29. CONCATENATE
a) disclaim b) impede c unlink d) derail

30. ESCHEW
a) gnaw b) reproach c transform d) seek

Directions : Choose the ODD one out

31. a) Pond b) Tank c Lake d) Brook

32. a) Bracelet b) Ring c Ornament d) Bangle

33. a) aABE b) Llmo c cCDF d) nNoq

34. a) Shirts b) Spectacles c Trousers d) Socks

35. a) Archeology b) Gynaecology c Ophthalmology d) Dermatology

36. a) Engagement b) Funeral c Wedding d) Reception

Directions : Each question or group of questions is based on a passage or set of conditions. For
each question, select the best answer choice given.

Questions 37 – 40
Eight varsity baseball players (G, H, J, K, L, M, N, O are to be honoured at a special ceremony .
Three of these players (h, M and O are also varsity football players. Two of them K and N are
also basketball players on the varsity team. In arranging the seats it was decided that no athlete
in two sports should be seated next to another two-sport athlete.

37. Which of the following combinations is possible in order to have the arrangement of seat
assignments as planned?
a) H G K J b) H K J L c J K M N d) J L H K

38. Which of the following cannot sit next to M ?
a) G b) J c G and J d) K

39. ******* athletes are seated there are two vacant seats on either side of N. Which two athletes may
occupy these seats ?
a) G and K b) G and L c J and H d) L and O

40. ********* the proper seating arrangement, K should sit between
a) G and H b) J and M c L and N d) J and L

Questions 41 – 43(MSP PROBLEM
********* control laws cause a decrease in violent crime, in the six months since the city coundil
passed a gun control law, armed robberies ********* have dropped by 18 percent.

41. ******** of the following, if true, are valid objections to the argument above EXCEPT.



a) A decrease in crime in one city does not mean that such a decrease would occur anywhere a
gun control law was enacted.
b) Other factors may have caused the drop in a rmed robberies
c Armed robbery is only one category of violent crime that might be affected by a gun control
law
d) The gun control law has made it more difficult for citizens to purchase guns for legitimate
purposes of self-defense.

42. Which of the following statements, if true, would strengthen the argument above ?
I. Before the law was passed, the number of armed robberies had been steadily increasing.
II. The more that laws are used to prevent a crime, the less likely that crime is to occur
III. Three-fourths of all violent crimes involve the use of a gun.
a) I only b) III only c I and II only d) II and III only

43. Which of the following statements, if true, would weaken the argument above ?
I. In  the six months since the law was passed, 40 percent more police have been hired
II. In the six months since the law was passed, accidental deaths by firearms have increased by
10 percent
III. Only 30 percent of those indicted under the new law have been convicted.
a) **** only b) III only c I and II only d) I and III only

44. *** couples who have children are happy.
**** couples either have children or are happy
Assuming the above to be true, which of the following CANNOT be true ?
**** Some couples are not happy
**** Some couples who are happy have children
**** Some couples who have children are not happy.
a) *** only b) II only c III only d) I and III only

Questions 45 – 47
***** are H’s 2) All G’s are J’s or K’s 3) All J’s and K’s ar e G’s d) All L’s are K’s
***** are M’s 6) No M’s are G’s

45. ***** are K’s, which of the following must be true ?
**** are J’s b) No P is G c No P is an H d) If any P is a G it is a J

46. Which of the following can be logically deduced from the conditions stated ?
a) **** M’s are H’s b) No M’s that are not N’s are H’s c Some M’s are H’s d) No
N’s are G’s

47. Which of the following is inconsistent with one or more of the conditions ?
a) ***** are G’s b) All H’s that are not G’s are M’s c  Some H’s are both M’s and G’s

d) No M’s are H’s
Directions : Select the Correct answer

48. One ***** rotates once every 7 minutes, and another rotates once every 5 minutes. How often will
both begin to rotate at the same time ?
a) Every 6 minutes b) every 12 minutes c every 17.5 minutes d) every 35 minutes

49. ********** many years and at which rate should periodic payments of less than Rs. 20 a year be
invested in order to grow to Rs. 1,000 ?
a) ****** years at 8% b) 18 years at 9% c 18 yea rs at 10% d) 20 years at 7%

50. One half of the student body at Hyderabad Public School study French and one-third of the
others study Spanish. The remaining 300 do not study any foreign language. How many students
are there in this school ?



a) 360 b) 550 c 900 d) 1350
51. An examination paper has 2 parts. Each part has 2 parts. Each part has 3 questions. Student has

to answer 3 questions with the stipulation that he must attempt at least one question from each
part. How many choices does the student get ?
a) 9 b) 12 c 18 d) 6

Directions : Pick up the correct answer

52. Some Fundamental Rights are available to all persons whether or not they are the citizes of India
while other rights are enjoyed by citizens only
a) true b) false c parti ally true d) none of these

53. Besides UK, USA Germany and Japan, the G-7 (Group of Seven) countries includes
a) Canada, France and Italy b) Canada, France and Russia
c Canada, Italy and the Netherlands d) France, the Netherlands and Russia

54. The Indian Constitution was adopted on
a) 26th January, 1950 b) 26th November, 1949 c 15th August, 1947 d) 2nd
October, 1950

55. Reservation in services is intended to
a) democratise government b) ensure equality
c Correct imbalance in administ ration d) promote efficiency

56. A form of government which is headed by an elected representative and not a hereditary
monarch is known as
a) presidential b) parliamentary c republican d) democratic

57. The first Indian to become a Judge of the International Court of Justice was
a) Nagendra Singh b) R.S. Pathak c R.B. Pal d) B.N. Rau

58. Once appointed, judges of the Supreme Court of India serve till they attain the age of
a) 62 b) 72 c 70 d) 65

59. India has a single integrated judiciary unlike
a) Pakistan b) England c U.S.A. d) China

60. If a witness makes a statement in court, knowing it to be false, he commits the offence of
a) peremptory evidence b) Perils c False evidence d) Perjury

61. A CD Car is not subject to traffic challans due to
a) Diplomatic immunity b) Sovereign immunity c They don’t break traffic rules d) None of the
above

62. Who is the former Speaker of the Lok Sabha who has also become a member of Constitution
Review Committee ?
a) Shivraj Pa til b) Rabi Ray c G.M.C. Balayogi d) P.A. Sangma

63. Which Commission was set up to enquire into the incidents of the 6th December, 1992 (Babri
Mosque demolition) ?
a) Verma Commission b) Thakkar Commission c Manmohan Commission d)
Liberhan Commission

64. The term of the Judges of International Court of Justice is
a) 8 years b) 9 years c 10 years d) 5 years



65. __________ is a process of steadily rising prices resulting in diminishing purchasing power of a
given nominal sum of money
a) Devaluation b) Depression c Inflation d) De -industrialization

66. Indirect Taxes are taxes on goods and services. Which one of the following is not an indirect tax ?
a) Customs duty b) Sales tax c Estate duty d) Excise duty

67. ‘Operation Blackboard’ is concerned with
a) Providiing free blackboards to schools b) Tackling the adult education problems
c Aims to provide facilities for primary education to the rural children on a large scale d)
None of the three

68. Which of the following are true about the Narmada Project ?
1) There is displacement of population from the command areas
2) There is a displacement of population from the catchment areas
3) The States affected are Gujarat, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra
4) The only States affected are Gujarat and Maharashtra
a) 1 & 3 b) 1 & 4 c 2 & 3 d) 2 & 4

69. By sex-ratio we mean
a) The number of married males in the population per 1000 female population
b) The number of married females in the population per 1000 male population
c The number of females in the population per 1000 male population

70. Khilafat Movement was organised
a) As a protest against communal politics b) Getting a separate state for Indian Muslims
c To preserve the Turkish Empire with the Khilafat as the temporal head of Indian Muslims
d) As a protest against British high handedness against Turks

71. The universal donor blood group is _______ while the universal recipient blood group is
________
a) O, AB b) AB, O c A, B d) B, A

72. It has been recently found that the incidence of Malaria is increasing in India because
a) Of poverty in villages b) Of poor sanitary conditions c Mosquitoes have become DDT
resistant
d) Of increase in population it has become impossible to maintain cleanliness everywhere

73. The Governor of Tamil Nadu permitted the prosecution of Ms. Jayalalitha on two grounds of
corruption. The sanction to prosecute was accorded to
a) Mr. Rajnikant b) Mr. Subramaniam Swamy c Mr. Chenna Reddy d) No ne of the
above

74. The Supreme Court of India by majority
a) disallowed reservation in super speciality medical and engineering courses
b) allowed reservation in super speciality medical and engineering courses
c allowed lower qualifying marks in super speciality courses for SC/STs and OBC
d) disallowed lower qualifying marks in undergraduate medical courses

75. A bench of the Madras High Court has recently been set up at
a) Coimbatore b) Madhurai c Tiruchirappali d) Salem

76. The Allahabad High Court decision ordering Panchayat elections in U.P. has been
a) upheld by the Supreme Court b) quashed by the Supreme Court
c stayed by the Supreme Court d) not considered by the Supreme Court



77. The following countries have not joined the European Monetary Union
a) Britain Luxembourg Austria Sweden b) Sweden Denmark Greece Britain
c Greece Portugal Belgium Ireland d) Britain Sweden Greece Finland

78. The Governor of Tamilnadu has in the Rajiv Gandhi murder case
a) granted clemenc y to all the four accused persons
b) rejected clemency to all the four accused
c granted clemency to Nalini
d) granted clemency to Nalini and her husband

79. Ecology is the study of
a) the physical structure of organisms
b) the interrelationships between organisms and their surroundings
c environmental protection
d) the naming and classification of organisms

80. Article 370 of the Constitution of India deals with
a) procedure for amending the Constitution
b) protection of life and personal liberty
c special provisions for the state of Jammu and Kashmir
d) relations between the Centre and the States

81. In 1975 which of the following merged with the Union of India ?
a) Goa b) Bhutan c Sikkim d) Pondicherry

82. The Human Genome Project is related to
a) genetic mapping b) genetic engineering c genetic alteration d) genetic mutuation

83. Which of the following was associated with the rule of Lord Cornwallis in India ?
a) Doctrine of Lapse b) Permanent Settlement of Bengal
c First War of Independence d) Prohibition of Sati

84. After the Chauri-Chaura incident the Non Co-operation Movement was called off by Gandhiji
because
a) the movement had been crushed by the Government b) the movement had tur ned violent
c people were not willing to continue the movement d) most of the leaders were opposed to
it

85. The Anti-T.B. Vaccine BCG stands for
a) Bacillus Calmette Guerin b) Before Calcination Groupage
c Bacillus Calmette Group d) None of the above

86. The International Court of Justice has its seat at
a) New Delhi b) New York c Hague d) London

87. A North-South Summit is a dialogue
a) between countries of northern and southern continents
b) between rich and poor countires
c between communist and non-communist countries
d) between non -aligned countries

88. The NTPC stands for
a) The National Textile Production Council b) The National Transport Power Corporation
c The National Trade Protection Council d) The National Thermal Power Corporation



89. The age of majority for persons who have court appointed guardians has been recently
a) increased from 18 to 21 b) increased from 21 to 24
c decreased from 21 to 18 d) not changed

90. Which State Government passed the order allowing its employees to participate in the activities of
the RSS ?
a) Rajasthan b) Uttar Pradesh c Gujarat d) Andhra Pradesh

91. The two historians whose “Towards Freedom” volumes were withdrawn by the Indian Council of
Historical Research are
a) Sumit Sarkar & K.N. Pannickar b) Romila Thapar & Rajender Yadav
c Bipin Chandra & B.R. Grover d) Irfan Habib & Sumit Sarkar

92. In a petition before the Delhi High Court to delete Rajiv Gandhi’s name from the charge sheet of
the Bofors case the court
I) allowed the petition II) rejected the petition
III) found that the CBI had acted illegally IV held that only living persons could be
described as accused
a) I & IV b) II & III c I, III & IV d) II

93. The A.P. minister who recently died in a land mine explosion was holding which Ministry at the
time of the assassination ?
a) Home Ministry b) Finance c Cinematography d) Panchayat Raj

94. The hijackers released the passengers of the Indian Airlines air bus on _______ at _______
a) 31.12.99, Kandhar b) 30.12.99, Kandhar c 31.12.99, Lahore d) 1.1.2000, Saudi
Arabia

95. Which Indian player was debarred by the International Badminton Federation for taking a banned
substance ?
a) Aparna Popat b) Deepthi Tanekar c R adhika Bose d) Siema Bafna

96. Which of the following States has got the longest coastline ?
a) Andhra Pradesh b) Kerala c Karnataka d) Gujarat

97. The Damodar Valley is called ‘The Ruhr of India’ because
I) It has a lot of coal and iron ore II  It is a tributary like the Ruhr
III) It has a concentration of many industries IV All of these
a) I & II b) I & III c II & III d) IV

98. Gandhiji started the Dandi March in 1930
a) Against atrocities committed on Harijans b) Against impoisi tion of the Salt Tax Laws
c Against the commencement of the communal awards d) All the above

99. Both Buddhism and Jainism do not believe in
a) Soul b) Ahimsa c God d) Salvation

100. The British Government summoned the First Round Table Conference in London to
a) discuss the Nehru report b) Finalize the partition of the country
c sign a pact with Gandhi d) Discuss the Simon Commission Report

101. Who started the Bhoodan Movement ?
a) S.A. Dange b) Jagjivan Ram c Vinoba Bhave d) Acharya Kripalani

102. It is more difficult to walk on sand than on a concrete road because
a) Sand is soft b) There is less friction c There is more friction d) None of the above



103. The body of an electrical appliance is earthed in order that
a) Electricity may not leak
b) There may be smooth flow of electricity
c Current may pass to the earth in case of short circuit without doing any harm to the person
d) None of the above

104. In dialysis, a treatment administered to patients with affected kidneys the principle involved is
a) Cataphoresis b) Dehydration c Osmosis d) Diffusion

105. The urine becomes yellow due to bile pigments in the disease
a) Malaria b) Jaundice c Tuberculosis d) Liverrohea

106. Which features of a petrol engine are missing in a diesel one ?
a) Spark plug b) Carburetor c Piston d) Both (A and (B

107. Pencil lead is made of
a) Graphite b) Granite c Carbon d) None of the above

108. ‘IC Chips’ for computers are usually made of
a) Silicon b) Lead c Gold d) Chromium

109. Who is the Indian to have become the second richest person in the world after Bill Gates ?
a) S. Narayan Moorthy b) Ramlinga Raju c Azim Premji d) Sabeer Bhatia

110. “The Man Who Knew Infinity” is a biography of the mathematician
a) G. H. hardy b) Euler c Ramanujan d) Bernoulli

111. The present Chairman of the Human Rights Commission is
a) Mr. Justice M. N. Venkatachaliah b) Mr. Justice A. M. Ahmadi
c Mr. Justice Ranganath Misra d) Mr. Justic e J. S. Verma

112. Graham Staines and his two sons were murdered in
a) Orissa b) Uttar Pradesh c Bihar d) Rajasthan

113. The minimum number of judges for setting up a constitution bench are
a) 7 b) 4 c 5 d) 9

114. Which of the following is not a fundamental right under the Constitution of India ?
a) Freedom of association b) Freedom of speech and expression
c Right to free and compulsory education d) Freedom of Movement

115. A peson can practise as an advocate in India
a) after obta ining a degree of law from any recognised university
b) after obtaining a law degree and undergoing apprenticeship of one year with a registered
advocate
c after obtaining a law degree and being registered with a State Bar Council
d) after obtaining a law degree and being registered with the Bar Council of India

Directions : Stated below are a set of legal principles. Apply them to the factual problems and
decide from amongst the choices provided

116. A master will be liable for the negligent acts of his servant in the course of employment.
Samuel was a driver employed by Kohinoor Company to drive their luxury buses during the night.

Mohammed has been his assistant over a period of time. One night, when he was driving he felt terribly
sleepy and he handed over the steering – wheel to Mohammed and dozed off. The bus hit against a car



coming from the opposite side due to the inexperience of Mohammed. The owner of the car filed a suit
against Kohinoor.

a) Kohinoor will be liable, because it was improper on the part of Samuel to ask Mohammed to
drive;
b) Kohinoor will not be liable to pay, because Samuel was not supposed to ask Mohammed to
drive;
c Kohinoor will be liable, because Mohammed was also an employee of Kohinoor;
d) Kohinoor w ill not be liable because Mohammad was not acting in the course of his

employment.

117. A person is guilty of culpable homicide amounting to murder; if the act by which the death is
caused is done with the intention of causing murder and the person
A was suffering from jaundice and inflammation of the brain and B was in the know this condition.

One day during a heated argument on some issue. A slapped B in anger. B lost his self-control and dealt
a severe blow on A’s head. As a result, A died. The police sought to prosecute B for murder.

a) B was liable for muder becasue he knew A’s delicate condition
b) B was not liable for muder becasue he acted in self defense
c B was not liable for muder becasue he did not have the intention to kill A
d) B was not liable for muder becasue he acted under grave and sudden provocation

118. A person cannot complain against a harm to which he has voluntarily consented. Precautions can
be taken only against reasonably foreseeable mishaps.

At an athletic meet, during a hammer throw, the hammer came apart and hit a middle distance
runner who was sitting 10 meters outside the throwing area. The runner sustained severe injuries on the
head and neck. The runner filed a suit for damages. The standard precautions were taken for throwing
the seven kilogram hammer. The runner

I) would be able to recover because the organisers had failed to keep the equipment in good
condition
II) would not be able to recover because the injuries were caused in a freak accident
III) woul d not be able to recover because she had agreed to participate in the sports meet with all
the attendant risks
IV would not be able to recover because the accident was not reasonably foreseeable
a) I b) II and III c III d) II, III and IV

119. An agreement is enforceable at law if parties competent to contract enter into it with free consent,
for consideration. And the contract is not contrary to law and against public policy.
A, a boy of 16 years entered into an agreement to sell his flat at Bandra for a sum of Rs. 5 lakhs.

A’s father is very annoyed with A at the transaction and does not allow delivery. The buyer files a suit for
a specific performance.

a) the buyer will obtain relief because A freely entered into the contract
b) the buyer wi ll obtain relief because the agreement is with consideration
c the buyer will not succeed because A’s father does not approve of the contract
d) the buyer will not succeed because A is below 18 years of age.

120. X a farmer in Kalahandi, distressed by hunger and destitution goes to the lcoal landlord for a loan
of Rs. 5,000 and offers to work for him for the rest of his life. After 12 months of unpaid work X
wants to go back on his promise. The landlord wishes to move the court to enforce the
agreement.
a) the landlord would succeed because X sold his labour for a consideration of Rs. 5,000/ -
b) the landlord would fail because X was too distressed to decide freely
c the landlord would fail because the agreement was one of bonded labour which was against

w and public policy
d) the landlord would succeed because X had still not done work worth of Rs. 5,000
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